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Season's Greetings
Dear customers, colleagues, business
partners and friends,
we would like to thank you all once
again for your support, trust and
cooperation and wish you and your
families happy holidays and a
peaceful, prosperous and successful
2017!
We would like to remind you also that
our offices will be closed from
January, 1 to 8 2017.

Australia  Brisbane: City of Lights II
As a part of the City of Lights project
promoted by Brisbane City Council, the
heritagelisted William Jolly Bridge has been
further highlighted by a dynamic LED lighting
system Once called The Grey Street Bridge,
this old bridge dates back to the early 30’s,
when it became the proud answer of Brisbane
to the “architectural rivalry” with the city of
Melbourne. The Grey Street...

read more...

Ireland  Memorial lights in Dublin
On Easter Monday, April 24, 1916, a group of
Irish nationalists proclaimed the
establishment of the Irish Republic and, along
with some 1,600 followers, staged a rebellion
against the British government in Ireland.
Within a week, the insurrection had been

Within a week, the insurrection had been
suppressed and more than 2,000 people were
dead or injured. Nevertheless, the rebellion
finally led to the sign of a treaty that in 1922
established...
read more...

Russia  Volkhonka Mansion goes yellow
for the National Geographic Traveler
Awards 2016
Volkhonka Mansion is an amazing palace,
which harmoniously combines history and
modernity in its architectural features. The
building is located in Moscow’s city centre,
right in front of the Church of Christ the
Saviour, close to the Kremlin and Novy Arbat
Street. In the last years of the XVIII century
the mansion was part of the famous
Pretchistensky Palace, Moscow’s residence of
the...

read more...

Nordeon Group international projects.
As part of the Nordeon Group, we would like
to share with our readers international
projects finalized by our sister companies
around the world. This month we will focus
on HessAmerica and one of their latesta
installations in Houston, Texas. Baybrook
Mall, located near NASA's Johnson Space
Center and just south of downtown Houston,
completed a multimillion dollar expansion of
its property last...

read more...

Schmitz joins the Nordeon Group
Eindhoven, December 5th 2016. The
Nordeon Group is very proud to announce
that as of December 1st Schmitz Leuchten
from Arnsberg, has joined its ranks, further
establishing Nordeon Group’s position as one
of the world’s leading professional lighting
companies. Schmitz, highly regarded by
lighting designers and specifiers across the
globe, is well known for its premium...

read more...

An... Easy way
Meeting the most demanding architectural
requirements, the newly engineered
microPARADE EASY units feature 12, 24 or 36
premium quality midpower warm or cold
white LEDs, as well as a wide choice of
monochromatic tones on request.
microPARADE is an ultracompact and
versatile modular bar ideal for wall grazing
effects, owing to its specifically developed
optics groups. Housing inbuilt power
supply...

read more...

The new year begins in Iran
Partner Event of PLDC 2017, the Iran
Lighting Design Conference (ILDC) is an
international biannual unique event in the...

read more...

ELA' 2017 coming soon
Expo Lighting America, the most
important
exhibition
specialized
in
architectural lighting in Mexico,...

read more...
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